Consider COMM 418 for Your Fall Schedule
By Lauren Rizzo

The time for scheduling is here and the Department of Languages and Communication is offering many different classes for the fall semester.

READ MORE

Knowledge Is Key When Interviewing for a Job

There is a big difference between making a good impression and making a great one. Read about these tips to master your next job interview.

READ MORE

Choose Passion over Pay in Your Career

When it comes to your career, love what you do and follow your passions. Read about a CEO's personal experience with this matter.

READ MORE

How to Respond if a Colleague Harasses Women

Take action and protect coworkers from an uncomfortable work environment with this advice.

READ MORE

NOCA Job Opening of the Day:
Director of Marketing and Communications
United Way Worldwide- Lake Charles, LA

This position has a focus on developing a unique and consistent brand experience for stakeholders, crafting and executing strategies that enhance visibility and composing effective messaging to enhance community understanding of United Way of Southwest Louisiana.

READ MORE
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